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It is shown that the nu,~ber of g-hypertrees spanning the hyperdual (a~'t, cr -L',) of a 
hypermap (~, a) of genus g equa!s the number of circular permutations ~" such that g(o-, O= g 
a~d g(a, ~) = O. 
1. lb~¢oductlon 
The~ complexity of ~ graph is defined as the number of its spanning trees [1]. 
FCr planar maps, that is for maps of genus zero, it is known that a map and its 
dt~al ka-~e qual complexity [2]. In [6] it is proved that a similar result holds for 
pla~a~" bypermaps; this result is a consequence of the fact that the number of 
cc,:~cs of a planar hypermap equals the complexity of its hyperdual. This conelu- 
sio~ c~nnot be drawn if the hypermap is not planar; this is easily shown. In the 
present paper, the complexity of a hypermap of genus g~>0 is defined as the 
numb,~ of spanning -hypertrees of the given hypermap, a g-hypertree being a 
hyper:nap of genus g having only one face. The main result will be that there 
exists a one-to-one correspondence b tween the set of spanning -hypertrees of
the hyperdual of a given map and a suitable set of circular permutations. The 
coiTc.~.pondence w  set up is of the type used in [6] for the case of a planar 
hypermap, and the set of circular permutation we consider becomes, in the planar 
ca~c, *he set of codes of [6]. 
2. Definitions 
Definition 1 [3]. A hypermap is a pair of permutations (or, a) of S,, the symmetric 
group on n elements, such that the group generated by the two permutations is 
transitive. If a is an involution without fixed points, the hypermap is a map. The 
cycles of ~r, a and a-~'cr are respectively the vertices, edges and faces of the 
hypermap. If 7eS, ,  z(7) denotes the number of cycles of 7, and if ¢=(i,13 is a 
transposition, then z(7~') = z(7)± 1, according as i and ] belong (or not) t~ the 
same cycle of 7 (Serret's lemma). In the first case we say that ~- disconnects y; in 
the second, that • connects 7. 
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DefiaitioL~ 2. The genus g= g(tr, a) of the hypermap Or, a) is the nonnegafive 
integer g such that 
z(tr) + z(a)+ z(a-lcr) = n + 2-  2g. 
For a woof of the existence of g see [5] or [7]. The hypermap is planar if its 
gent, s is zero. 
DefirAtion 3. A g-hypertree is a hypermap of genus g having only one face. 
Thus, the hypertrees of [6] are the g-hypertrees with g = 0. 
Definition 4. Let 3  `e S.. Then 0 e S. is a re~nement of T if 
3  `= 3`1T2 "" " 3`. 0 = 01 92 .... 0, 
where: 
(i) the 3//s are the disjoint cycles of 3'; 
(ii) the 0~'s are products of disjoint cycles; 
(i~.i) 3` ~ and 0~ operate on the same set of elements; 
(iv) g(T~, 0~) = 0, i-- 1v 2 . . . . .  t. 
It follows from the definition that: 
z(O)+z(O-13`)=z(v)+n, (t= z(y)). (1) 
Del~nition 5. The hypermap (tr, a') spans the hypermap (or, a) if or' is a refine- 
ment of a. 
Definition 6. The complexity of a hypermap of genus g is the number of 
g-hypertrees spanning it. 
3. Results 
Proposhion. A g-hypertree is of co:nplexity 1. 
PirooI. Let (m a) be a g-hypertree and let (~r, O) be a ~-hypertree spanning it. 
F~om (1) we have 
z(O) + z (O- 'a )  = z(,x) + n, 
an~ since 
z(o-) + z(O) + z( O-br) = n+2-2g ,  
we obtain 
z(cr)+ z(O)= n+ 1-2g.  
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AS z(a-l~)= 1 we also have 
z(cr) + z(a) = n + 1 - 2g, 
and therefore z (a)= z(e). Thus z(,0-1a)= n, 0 = a and the g-hypertree (or, a) 
only admits itself as a refinement. 
Remark. The converse of the above proposition does not hold, as the following 
example shows. Let tr= (1, 3, 4, 2) and a = (1, 3)(2,4). The hypermap (tr, a) is 
planar and has three faces: (1, 4), (2) and (3). The permutation a only admits the 
refinements a, a'=(1)(3)(2,4),  a"=(1,3)(2)(4) and et"=l  (identity). All four 
make up a planar hypermap with a. Of these, (or, a) has three faces, (a, a') and 
(or, a") have two faces. Thcq ((r,/) is the only g-hypertree spanning ((r, a). 
The following lemma is basic It has already been~ used in [5]. 
tent~,a 1. Let ((r, or) be a transitiw group, a not a circular permutation. Then: 
(i; There exists a transposition ~~:onnecting ~r and disconnecting a.
(ii) For any such transposition the'. group ((r~', a~') is again transitive and the 
hypermap (o~', az) has the same germs as (a. a). 
ProeL (i) As z(tr)> 1, by transitivity a-~ 1, so that there exists a transposition 
di.~:cc, a:,~ecting a. If all such transpositions also disconnect a, then the cycles of a 
a~e ,:ontained in those of ~r and (o; a) cannot be transitive. 
(ii) It is sufficient o prove that i~ a = ab, then there exists 3,e(tr¢, aT) such 
tha~ ~ = 3,a. Let ¢ = (i, 1); since 7 disconnects a, a has the form 
( . . . .  ~.,a . . . . .  i, . . . .  . / , . . . ) . . .  so that a=ab.  If a#i,] ,  then 3,=(a~-) -1. If a=i ,  
then ~ = ( . . . .  b, i, . . . .  ] , . . . ) . . .  so that a¢ = ( . . . .  b, ], . . .)( i  . . . .  ) . . .  Therefore b 
and .i belong to the same cycle of a~" and since i and j belong to the same cycle of 
a¢ (r connects ~r) we have 3' =; (~rr)h(orr) k for some h and k. Similarly if a = j. The 
last ~.tatement follows by calculation. 
I e,~t~aa 2. Let ~, 3" ~ S,, when; 1; is a circular permutation, be such that g(~', ~,) = 0, 
a~td ~et ¢ be a transposition disconnecting 3". Then g(~, 3'~') = O. 
Pr(~ot. The transitivity of (~, y~-) implies 
1 + z(3'~') + z(~'V-~) ~ n +2 
[5, Lemma 3]. If r disconnects y- ~', then 
1 + z ( . : )  + z(~3' -~)  = 1 + 1 + z (3') + z(v  -~)  + 1 
= z(3,)+ z(3, -~)+ 3= n+4,  
a contradiction. Thus ~" connects 3,-~" and therefore 
1 + z(3'r) + z( r3 , -~)= n + 2, 
i.e. g(~r, 3'z) = 0. 
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Lemma 3, Let y c S, and let 
O~ = 3"rw z2 • • • r,, (0,, = 3") 
where zl, "c2 . . . . .  "r~ are transpositions and "r~ disconnects 0~_ t. Then O~ is a refine- 
ment of 3' for all i. 
Proof. By induction on i. If i = 0, then 0 = 3' is a refinement of itself. Let i>0  and 
let 
3' = 3q72 " ' " 3'1, 0~-i = 3'~'1'r~ " " • r~-J = Y~3'; " " " 3'~ 
where the yj's are the cycles of y, the y~'s operate on the same set as 3'i, 
j=  1,2 . . . . .  /. and g(3'i, 3'~)=0. Since r~ disconnects 0~-1 it is contained in one of 
the cycles of 0~_~, and so in one of the 3,;'s, let it be 3'~. Then 0~ = (3"1r,)3,~ •• • 3'[ 
and, by Lemma 3, g(3q, 3"~'1) =0.  
Definition 7. The dual of a hypermap (o-, c~) is the hypermap (a-~o -,ot -~) which 
is obtained from (or, ~) by interchanging faces and vertices and reversing the 
edges. The reciprocal of (0., a) is the hypermap (a, 0.). 
Taking dual and reciprocal maps one obtains the follow;~ng diagram: 
/ ( ,~ ,  0.)---(0.-'c,, o "-~) 
(.J, a ) . .  _(0.-i ,r-~a) 
" - (a -10 . , ,~- l ) ____ (a  ~ a--~0.)- / 
These six hypermaps all have the ,,;ame genus. ]For a closely related notion 
('Tutte's trinity') see [8]. 
Definition 8. The hyperdual of the hy!~¢rmap (0., a) is the hypermap (0.-1 0. - ia)  ' 
When (0., a) is a planar hypermap, there exists a circular permutation ~ such 
that g(o-, () = g(o, () = g(tr, a)  = 0 [3]. In the general case, it is proved in [5] that 
there exists a circular permutation ~ such that: 
g(tr, ( )=  g(o', a) and g(ot, ( )=0.  
Let C,,(0., c~) be the set of these circular permutations. We can now state and 
prove the main theorem of this paper. 
'Theorem. Let (0., a) be a hypermap of genus g. Then there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between the set of spanning g-hypertrees of the hyperdual 
(0 . -~,c~la)  of (o',a) and the set C,~(0.,a). More precisely, let (tr-l ,  0) be a 
s'panning g-hypertree of (o'-1, o--1a): then trO6C,,(o',a). Conversely, let ~ 
(],(0., a). Then ~ = 0.0, where (0.~1, O) is a spanning g-hypertree of (0 --1, 0.-Io~). 
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Proof .  Let  (~-1, 0) be a spa~Lning g-hypert ree of (~-a,  ¢r-aa). Then  or0 is a 
circular permutat ion  and 
z(o .-~) + z(~r~) + z(O) = n + 2 - 2g, 
so that g(a,  aO)= g. As  to g(a, ~rO), by definit ion, 0 is a re f inement  of a - la  and 
so applying (1), we obtain 
n + z(o'-~a) = z(O) + z(O-aa-~a). (2) 
Moreover ,  
z(tr) + z(ot) + z(a- lo )  -'= n + 2 - 2g, (3) 
z(a)+ z(aO)+ z(O) = n + 2 -  2g. (4~ 
It follows that  
z(a) + z(cr-l a) = z(0)-4-1 (5~ 
and, f rom (2) and (5), we have 
z(a) + z(O-lcr-'a)+ 1 := z(a)-~- n + z(a-~a) - z(O)+ l 
=z(0)  ~, l+n-z (0)+ l=n+2,  
i.e. 3(a,  ,r0) = 0. 
Cons, e~sely, let ~ C<,(m a).  If a is circular, then g(a, ~)=0 implies ~'= a. 
Taking ~ :-- a -~a we have that (a  -1, 0) is the required spanning g-hypertree.  Let  
z(ar):> 1~ Since (~, ~-~a)  is transit ive, there exists ( Iemma 1) a transposit ion ~'~ 
connect ing a and disconnect ing ~- ta .  Similarly, for p = z (a ) -  1, let ¢~, ¢2 . . . .  , rp 
be t;,'a,spositions such that  ~'~ connects a r t r2"  • • %-~ and disconnects 
~-1¢,1~r~72 • • • ,ri_ 1. Then  
z(~-la¢l~'2 . . .  rp )= z(~-~tr)+z(a) - l .  
But g(c,, ~)= 0 implies 
z(a)+ z(~;)+ z(~- 'a)= n+2,  
so ~ha! ~i- lar l r2 • • • % = L i.e. ~ = a1"lr~ • • • ~'p. 
Let ,~;~ now show that ~-~ disconnects ~r-laz~r2 •• • ~'~_~, i = 1 ,2  . . . . .  p, 1"o = 1. 
Since ;~(~r, ~) = g, we have 
z(~r)+ 1 + z (a -~£)  = n+2 -2g, 
i.e. 
Z(O') + 1 + z(o'-tot'r~'r2 " ' "  "¢p)= n+2-2g ,  
and since g(~r, a )  = g, 
z(o-)+ z(a)+ z(~r-~et) = n+2-2g .  
Therefore,  
z(o.-~a,r~z~. •. %) = z(o--~a)+ po 
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If one of the r~ connects  cr-ta'Gzz • " • ¢~-t, let ~-~ be the first such one.  Then ,  
z(cr-%~rtr2 •• • r , - l r i )  = z(o'- la'ttrz " " " r~-t)-- I = z ( ( r - ta )+ i -2 .  
But then, 
z(cr-l a~':'r2 . • • %)<~ z(cr-t a)+ i -  2 + p -  i = z(cr-lct)+ p -  2 
a contradict ion. 
Thus  ~'~ disconnects cr-~a't~r2 ' • • v~-t for all i, and by Lemma 3 cr-~a~'tr2 • • • ~'~ 
is a ref inement of a-~a for all i. In part icular,  0= cr - ta r t r2" ' ' rp  is such a 
ref inement,  and the hypermap (o --1, 0) is the required spann ing  g -hyper t ree  of 
Remark .  Let C , (o ,  a)  be the set of circular permutat ions  ~ such that g(cr, ~)= 0 
and g(a, ~) = g(cr, e)  = g. Then  a result s imilar to that of the above theorem holds: 
There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set C~(cr, a) and the set o[ 
spanning g-hypertrees o[ (a - t ,  a - to ' ) ,  lhe dual o[ the hyperdual o[ (cr, el). 
Remark .  The  proof  of the theorem suggests  a way of construct ing all the circular 
permutat ions  of the set C,(cr, ct). If a is circular, then a is the unique e lement  of 
lhb; %cl. Let p = z (c~) -1 .  Then  take p transposi t ions ~'t, ~'2 . . . .  , % such that ~-~ 
cowmects ur~¢2' ..'r~_~ and disconnects o ' - ta ' r~-2 - ' -~%t .  All  e lements  of 
C,(tr,  c~) are of the form a~'~'r2 •• • %. For the case of a p lanar  hypermap,  the same 
construct ion is given in [4]. In the same way we see that all spann ing g-hypert rees  
of (~ ~, cr ~a) are of the form (o , - t ,  cr-la~'O'z •• • rp). 
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